Modular control of human walking: A simulation study
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Abstract

Recent evidence suggests that performance of complex locomotor tasks such as walking may be accomplished using a simple underlying organization of co-active muscles, or "modules", which have been assumed to be structured to perform task-specific biomechanical functions. However, no study has explicitly tested whether the modules would actually produce the biomechanical functions associated with them or even produce a well-coordinated movement. In this study, we generated muscle-actuated forward dynamics simulations of normal walking using muscle activation modules (identified using non-negative matrix factorization) as the muscle control inputs to identify the contributions of each module to the biomechanical sub-tasks of walking (i.e., body support, forward propulsion, and leg swing). The simulation analysis showed that a simple neural control strategy involving five muscle activation modules was sufficient to perform the basic sub-tasks of walking. Module 1 (gluteus medius, vasti, and rectus femoris) primarily contributed to body support in early stance while Module 2 (soleus and gastrocnemius) contributed to both body support and propulsion in late stance. Module 3 (rectus femoris and tibialis anterior) acted to decelerate the leg in early and late swing while generating energy to the trunk throughout swing. Module 4 (hamstrings) acted to absorb leg energy (i.e., decelerate it) in late swing while increasing the leg energy in early stance. Post-hoc analysis revealed an additional module (Module 5: iliopsoas) acted to accelerate the leg forward in pre- and early swing. These results provide evidence that the identified modules can act as basic neural control elements that generate task-specific biomechanical functions to produce well-coordinated walking.
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1. Introduction

Coordination of purposeful movements requires the nervous system to coordinate multi-articular limbs with many degrees-of-freedom and highly non-linear redundant muscle actuators, while accounting for the complex dynamic coupling between body segments and the interaction with the environment. Walking in particular is a complex task with a number of biomechanical sub-tasks that must be successfully performed including body support, forward propulsion, and leg swing (e.g., Neptune et al., 2001, 2004; Zajac et al., 2003). Although highly complex patterns of muscle activation appear to be necessary to perform these sub-tasks, a number of studies have shown these patterns may be described by a more basic underlying organization of co-active muscles, or "modules". Further, modular organization has been shown to explain muscle activity across a wide range of walking speeds, levels of body weight support and other combined movement tasks (d'Avella et al., 2003; Ivanenko et al., 2005; Cappellini et al., 2006). The timing and composition of muscle activity comprising each module have also been shown to be relatively consistent regardless of the factorization algorithm (e.g., factor analysis, independent component analysis, or non-negative matrix factorization) used to identify the modules (Ivanenko et al., 2005; Cappellini et al., 2006; Tresch et al., 2006), providing confidence that the identified modules do indeed reflect basic elements of neural control.

We recently demonstrated that a small set of independently activated modules accounts for the complexity and cycle-by-cycle variability of muscle activity over a wide range of walking speeds in healthy adults (Clark et al., 2008). There were robust consistencies in the timing and composition of the modules across subjects, with each module corresponding to a key phase of the gait cycle and consistent with the biomechanical sub-tasks of walking. Module 1 consisted of activity in early stance primarily from the gluteus medius (GMED), vastus medialis (VAS) and, to a lesser extent, rectus femoris (RF). Module 2 consisted of soleus (SOL) and medial gastrocnemius (GAS) activity in late stance...
while Module 3 was composed primarily of activity in the tibialis anterior (TA) and rectus femoris with separate peaks of activity in early stance and early swing. Finally, Module 4 was mainly comprised of activation of medial and lateral hamstrings in late stance and early swing.

Previous studies have hypothesized that the modular organization of muscle activation may represent the functional translation between sensorimotor control signals and biomechanical actions (Ting and Macpherson, 2005). Most factorization approaches are purely signal processing algorithms and therefore there is no requirement that identified modules produce biomechanically relevant output. Nevertheless, a number of studies have shown correlations between the activity from muscle modules and functional outputs related to task performance (e.g., Ivanenko et al., 2005; Ting and Macpherson, 2005). However, no study has explicitly tested whether the modules would actually produce the biomechanical functions associated with them. Raasch and Zajac (1999) did use computer simulations of pedaling to show that three signals controlling six muscle groups (3 pairs of alternating antagonist functions) were sufficient to generate a variety of pedaling tasks (e.g., one legged, two legged, smooth, and energy efficient pedaling) by adjusting the relative excitation among the muscle groups. However, walking is a more complex motor task as there are increased kinematic degrees-of-freedom and upright balance is difficult to control. In addition, their muscle groupings were not extracted from their data using a factorization approach. Thus, an open question remains as to whether the modular organization of motor activity identified in factor analyses corresponds to the production of specific biomechanical output to yield flexible yet robust control of walking sub-tasks.

Detailed neuromusculoskeletal models provide an ideal framework to investigate the biomechanical function of each module by identifying and quantifying their contributions to the critical walking sub-tasks of body support, forward propulsion, and leg swing. In this study, we generated muscle-actuated forward dynamics simulations of normal healthy walking using the muscle activation modules identified in a subset of the subjects from Clark et al. (2008) as the muscle control inputs to (a) assess whether the modules are sufficient to produce well-coordinated walking and (b) identify the contributions of each module to the necessary biomechanical walking sub-tasks. This approach will critically assess the functional output of the previously identified modular organization of muscle activity in walking and investigate whether it provides a foundation for the neuromotor control of human locomotion.
joints of each leg and horizontal and vertical translation and rotation at the trunk. Foot-ground contact was modeled using 30 visco-elastic elements with coulomb friction (Neptune et al., 2000b) distributed over the three foot segments. The dynamical equations-of-motion were generated using SD/FAST (PTC, Needham, MA) and a forward dynamics simulation were generated using Dynamics Pipeline (MusculoGraphics, Inc.) The model was driven by 25 Hill-type musculotendon actuators per leg that were combined into 13 functional groups based on anatomical classification (Fig. 1), with muscles within each group receiving the same excitation pattern.

Four muscle activation modules were identified using non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF, see below) and used as the muscle excitation control inputs. If the average muscle weighting across subjects was greater than 40%, we considered the module to contribute to the excitation of the muscle. With this criterion, Module 1 was used to excite GMED, VAS, and RF, Module 2 excited SOL and GAS, Module 3 excited TA and RF while Module 4 excited HAM. All muscles within a module received the same excitation pattern and timing (defined by the NNMF), although the excitation magnitude was allowed to vary between muscles within a module. RF received excitation inputs from both Module 1 and Module 3. For those muscles for which we did not have EMG, and therefore were not associated with a specific module, their excitation patterns were block patterns defined by three parameters (an excitation onset, duration, and magnitude). Activation–deactivation dynamics were modeled by a first-order differential equation (Raasch et al., 1997) with activation and deactivation time constants based on Winters and Stark (1988). For those muscles whose time constants were not available in Winters and Stark, nominal values of 12 and 48 ms were used.

2.2. Dynamic optimization

A walking simulation of a complete gait cycle from right heel strike to right heel strike was generated using a simulated annealing algorithm (Chofo et al., 1994) that fine-tuned the muscle excitation patterns and initial joint velocities such that the difference between the simulated and experimentally measured walking data was minimized. The variables tracked included the left and right hip, knee and ankle angles, trunk translations (horizontal and vertical), and horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces. The optimization was run until the average errors were within two standard deviations of the group-averaged experimental data.

2.3. Experimental data

Kinematic, ground reaction force and muscle EMG data were collected from 14 healthy adults (2 male, 12 female, mean age 63.1 ± 9.1 years) as they walked for 30 s at 1.2 m/s on an ADAL split-belt treadmill (TechnoMachine, Andrezieux-Bouthan, France). These subjects were a subset from Clark et al. (2008) who walked at 1.2 m/s and all subjects provided informed consent prior to data collection. Bipolar Ag–AgCl surface electrodes were used to record EMG from the tibialis anterior, soleus, medial gastrocnemius, vastus medialis, rectus femoris, medial hamstrings (MH), lateral hamstrings (LH) and glutaeus medius of each leg using a telemetered EMG acquisition system (Kongsberg Instruments, Pasadena, CA). All data were collected at 2000 Hz using Vicon Workstation v4.5 software. EMG signals were high-pass filtered (40 Hz), demeaned, rectified, and low-pass filtered (41 Hz). The ground reaction forces were filtered at 20 Hz.

2.4. Non-negative matrix factorization

To identify the muscle activation modules, a previously described (Clark et al., 2008) matrix factorization technique was used and will be reviewed briefly here. For each subject, the EMG were combined into an m × t matrix (EMGc), where m indicates the number of muscles and t is the time base (t = # of strides × 101). A non-negative matrix factorization algorithm (Lee and Seung, 1999; Ting and Macpherson, 2005) was applied to the m × t matrix. NNMF defines the muscle activation and a forward dynamics simulation was generated using two matrices: (1) an m × n matrix indicating the relative weighting of each muscle within each module and (2) an n × t matrix reflecting the activation timing profile of the module across the gait cycle. EMG variability across all eight muscles in the majority of subjects was explained by four non-negative modules (Clark et al., 2008), which were used in the present study. NNMF assumes that the weightings remain fixed over the entire gait cycle and that muscles may belong to more than one module. The two matrices were multiplied to produce an m × t matrix of reconstructed EMG (EMGc), which was then compared to the original EMG matrix (EMGc) and the agreement quantified by least squares error: (EMGc−EMGc)2/EMGc. NNMF then performed an iterative optimization procedure by adjusting the muscle weightings and activation profiles until they converged and minimized the error between EMGc and EMGc. For each subject, the identified modules were averaged across gait cycles and then across subjects to obtain a group average.

2.5. Assessing biomechanical function

To quantify the contributions of each module to the biomechanical sub-tasks of body support, forward propulsion, and leg swing, individual muscle force contributions to the ground reaction forces and body segment mechanical energetics were quantified. Body support and forward propulsion were quantified by each muscle’s contribution to the vertical and horizontal ground reaction force, respectively. Each muscle’s contribution to leg swing was quantified by the mechanical power delivered to the leg during pre-swing (i.e., swing initiation) and over the swing phase. Details regarding the ground reaction force decomposition and body segment power analysis can be found elsewhere (Neptune et al., 2004, 2008). The contributions of each module to the biomechanical sub-tasks were found by summing individual muscle contributions to each sub-task from those muscles associated with each module. For RF, its contribution was scaled according to the relative contribution of each of the two modules to the muscle’s total excitation.

3. Results

NNMF identified four modules, which were consistent across subjects in terms of module weightings and timing profiles and corresponded to specific regions of the gait cycle (Fig. 2). When the module weightings and timings were used to reconstruct the EMG data, they were able to account for greater than 90% of the EMG variance for all muscles and regions in the gait cycle. When the modules were used as the inputs for the muscle excitation patterns in the musculoskeletal model, the simulation emulated well the group-averaged kinematic and ground reaction force walking data (see compare output to experimental data, Fig. 1). Surprisingly, to generate the walking motion the optimization altered the module timing very little (see optimal modular control, Fig. 1). For those muscles not associated with a specific module, the excitation patterns had similar timing as previously published data (e.g., Perry, 1992). Thus, the muscle activation modules were sufficient to generate the necessary walking sub-tasks for a well-coordinated motion (Fig. 3). Module 1 (GMED, VAS, and RF activity) primarily contributed to body support in early stance while Module 2 (SOL and GAS activity) contributed to both body support and trunk propulsion in late stance (Figs. 3 and 4). Module 3 (RF and TA activity) acted to decelerate the leg in early and late swing while generating energy to the trunk throughout swing (Figs. 3 and 4). Module 4 (HAM activity) acted to absorb energy from the leg (i.e., decelerate the leg) in late swing while increasing the energy of the leg in early stance (Figs. 3 and 5). Muscles not associated with specific modules also contributed to walking sub-tasks. Iliacus and psoas (IL) acted to deliver energy to the leg in pre- and early swing to facilitate leg swing while glutaeus maximus (GMAX) was active in early stance to provide body support. Biceps femoris short head (BFsh) provided energy to the leg in early stance and swing. All other muscle contributions to the walking sub-tasks were negligible.

4. Discussion

Accumulating evidence indicates that co-activity of muscles during common movements, such as that occurring from our locomotor modules, are organized around the performance of task-specific biomechanical functions. During kicking movements in intact frogs, three independent groupings of co-active muscles or “synergies” were found to account for the variable activation patterns required to kick in different directions. Further, the level of activation to each synergy was found to be associated with movement kinematics (d’Avella et al., 2003). Another study examining the response to postural perturbations in cats demonstrated that both hindlimb EMG and kinetic responses were described by four independent components, with each EMG
component being associated with a different kinetic component (Ting and Macpherson, 2005). These findings suggest that modular organization of neural activation may represent a translation from high-dimensional sensorimotor signals to lower dimensional biomechanical functions that can be flexibly combined to meet task demands. This hierarchy from higher to lower dimensionality of control is further supported by evidence suggesting that limb kinematics during a variety of walking tasks may be encoded according to global parameters of limb length and orientation (Ivanenko et al., 2007).

Consistent with the hypothesis that modular neural organization drives biomechanical output, the modules derived from our experimental data contributed to task appropriate biomechanical responses in our model and successfully simulated forward walking. The NNMF identified four muscle activation modules that were used to control 7 of 13 muscle groups in the model and were found to be the primary contributors to the biomechanical sub-tasks of body support, forward propulsion and leg swing. The resulting well-coordinated walking kinematics and kinetics were consistent with our previous walking simulations that were
driven with 13 independent muscle controllers (e.g., Neptune et al., 2008). Detailed analyses of previous muscle driven simulations have shown the hip (GMAX) and knee extensors (VAS) act in early stance to provide body support by contributing to the vertical ground reaction force (e.g., Anderson and Pandy, 2003; Neptune et al., 2004). However, while GMAX provides some forward propulsion after the loading response, VAS acts primarily to decelerate the body (e.g., Neptune et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006). In addition, GMED also provides body support and forward propulsion in early stance (Anderson and Pandy, 2003; Liu et al., 2006). Both SOL and GAS provide body support and forward propulsion in late stance, although SOL primarily accelerates the trunk forward while GAS accelerates the leg into swing (Neptune et al., 2001). HAM acts to decelerate the leg in late swing in preparation for heel strike and then accelerates the body forward in early stance. RF acts to accelerate the trunk forward in pre-swing by transferring energy from leg to trunk to provide forward propulsion (Zajac et al., 2003; Neptune et al., 2004). When RF is active in early stance, it acts co-functional with VAS to provide body support.

The biomechanical functions produced by each module were consistent with superposition of the functions generated by the independent muscles associated with each module. Module 1 (GMED, VAS, and RF) combined to provide body support and decelerate the body in early stance while Module 2 (SOL and GAS) provided body support and forward propulsion in late stance. Modules 3 (RF and TA) and 4 (HAM) were necessary to coordinate leg swing by acting to accelerate the leg into swing in early stance and decelerate the leg in late swing in preparation for foot contact. Thus, it appears using a simple neural control scheme based on controlling muscles with similar biomechanical functions is sufficient to satisfy the task demands of walking. Control schemes based on biomechanical function, with some muscles contributing to multiple functions, has been previously proposed (e.g., Raasch and Zajac, 1999; Ting et al., 1999; Neptune et al., 2000a).

An important note is that our model was constrained to the sagittal plane and therefore some modules may have important frontal plane biomechanical functions yet to be identified. This remains an important area for future work.

The modules identified using NNMF were consistent in shape and timing with a number of previous studies (e.g., Ivanenko et al., 2004, 2005). Ivanenko and colleagues identified five modules during normal walking with four of the five being nearly identical to ours. The fifth module was associated primarily with IL and erector spinae muscle activity, which were not collected in our present study. Thus, had we collected IL activity, we most likely would have had a fifth module as normal IL muscle activity does not easily map into our existing modules. Similarly, we did not collect EMG data from GMAX or BFsh. Ivanenko also found that GMAX is strongly associated with Module 1, which is consistent with our previous studies showing GMAX acts co-functional with VAS in providing body support in early stance (Zajac et al., 2003; Neptune et al., 2004). Thus, GMAX most likely would have been included in the Module 1 factorization had the EMG data been available. Similarly, BFsh is often co-excited with HAM (e.g., Sutherland, 1984) and acts to decelerate the leg in late swing (Neptune et al., 2004, 2008) and most likely would have been included in Module 4.

To test these predictions, we performed an additional post-hoc simulation analysis to include GMAX in Module 1 (with GMED, VAS, and RF), and BFsh in Module 4 (with HAM). IL still received its own
excitation pattern (Module 5). The 5 modules now controlled 10 of the 13 muscle groups (with the remaining three small muscles controlling the foot). The excitation patterns were reoptimized and the analysis showed these new modules produced a nearly identical walking pattern. The GRF decomposition showed Module 1 continued to provide body support in early stance while Module 4 continued to decelerate the leg in late swing and accelerate the leg in early stance. The new Module 5 (IL activity) acted to accelerate the leg forward in pre- and early swing by generating energy directly to the leg while simultaneously transferring energy from the trunk to the leg to accelerate it forward (Fig. 6).

Thus, well-coordinated walking can result from a simple neural control strategy involving 5 muscle activation modules to perform the basic sub-tasks of walking. It is generally accepted that the nervous system adopts neural strategies to reduce control complexity and these results using a simple modular control strategy supports this idea. We have shown that the same modules can explain a wide range of walking speeds with modest changes in timing (Clark et al., 2008) and expect that simulation analyses would be consistent. Potential areas for future work include analyzing additional locomotor tasks (e.g., accelerated/decelerated and forward/backward walking) to see if simple changes in timing and magnitude for the muscle activation modules are sufficient to satisfy the new task requirements. This will provide insight into whether a task-dependent control strategy based on biomechanical functions is capable of performing a number of lower-limb walking tasks. In addition, since our goal in the present study was to assess the biomechanical function of the modules used by the majority of the subjects tested, we used fixed associations between specific muscles and corresponding modules. However, some subjects used different associations (Fig. 2). An area for future work would be to allow for flexibility between modules to see if other muscle-module associations are just as effective in producing a well-coordinated walking pattern and if such associations do exist, identify the corresponding biomechanical functions.
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